






A party can happen 
whenever and wherever

“Aujourd’hui, société de loisirs oblige, la fête est
partout … Elle est éclatée, fragmentée et en

mutation permanente.”

“In today's leisure society, parties are everywhere
… It is fragmented and constantly changing.”

- Jérémie Peltier, directeur des études à la Fondation Jean-Jaurès 
dans son essai La Fête est finie ?

https://www.editions-observatoire.com/content/La_f%C3%AAte_est_finie


On a typical weekend night, I prefer to stay home and 
watch Netflix than to go out (going to a 
restaurant, attending a concert, etc.).



It's important for me to stay in control at parties to 
avoid being accused of inappropriate behavior 

afterwards.
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I prefer to party with people like me (same 
gender, same sexual orientation, etc.) because I 

feel safer.



Parties are an opportunity to 
express myself through 

makeup

I love to get dressed up 
for a party

There is no great party 
without great food
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IN A NUTSHELL

Festivity is no longer a rare moment but has extended to many moments of the day and the year. 

If party is everywhere, and especially at the touch of a finger, Gen Z, the indoor generation, now often chooses to stay home.

Our society has grown obsessed with control, and is having difficulties to let go when partying. Which means fewer encounters, less flirting, fewer surprises, 
and less alcohol.

This control has led to a retreat at home and to only celebrate with people who are like us.

While they occur less frequently, celebrations are still reinventing themselves, making preparation a new highlight of the festivities and becoming more 
committed.

Brands can enable people to be the best version of themselves at parties. They’re also sought after for organizing memorable parties.
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